Search By Serial Number

To search by Serial number, click the “Serial no.” Tab located on the Kubota PAD main search page.

This will bring up the Serial Number search function screen. Enter the basic model name (i.e. M5040) and the model specific serial number (i.e. serial number 10562) This will bring up the exact model according to serial number, in this case, an M5040F
Alternatively, a search can be run with the serial number alone. This will bring up every model that uses that specific serial number. (i.e. 10562) Simply leave the “Model Name” blank and enter the serial number in the “Serial No.” box.
Click the “Open” Link in the Book column to open and view the illustrated parts list.

NOTE: Your unit information may not show especially on older models from this search function. If your unit information does not show, please search by model name only or contact your local dealer.